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e are at an unprecedented point in time.
There is a growing
coordinated effort across the
U.S. to eliminate our human
rights to opt out of pharmaceutical procedures such
as vaccines, cancer
drugs and limit alternative care options
like natural home
birthing. Up to
now, this was
done by using
coercion tactics,
omission of right
to choose, lying
about the law, and
financial incentives
but now it is being
done via legislative
actions as well.
Last year there were over
100 legislative bills proposed in
various state legislatures that
would have either removed
religious and/or philosophical
exemptions to compulsory inoculation. Two were successful;
such as California SB277, which
removed the personal belief
vaccine exemption, and
California SB792 mandating
vaccination for school teachers
and volunteers. The language on
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most of these bills was eerily
similar from state to state, so if
the locally elected politicians
were not writing the bills, then
who was?
At the same time, the
pipeline of potential vaccines is
at an all-time high. Yet, the
vaccine manufacturers have

complete immunity from any
lawsuits for injury or death.
Grand View Research, Inc.
estimated that in eight years
the value of the world vaccine
market will grow to $77.5 billion,
up from $32.5 billion in 2015.
Currently, there are 271 new
vaccines being developed and
that market is divided into four
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segments: infectious diseases,
cancer, allergy, and autism.
Autism! Need we say more?
Collectively, this was a
wake-up call for those of us in
Bozeman. Not only has our
media been wrongly influenced
by pharma, but also many of our
elected officials. Last year, we
put plans in motion, grew a large
online following and merged
with Families for Health
Freedom of Missoula to form
Montanans for Medical
Freedom Coalition (MMFC).
This is a diverse group
of families and industry
professionals that brings
a wide variety of expertise to actualize our goals.
This includes, but is not
limited to, extensive
political and advocacy
experience, financial and
business expertise, social
media and marking expertise, holistic and natural medicine, video and photography.
Our passion for our rights is
what brought us together and
what will drive us forward. I
If you are a Montana
resident and passionate about
keeping these rights for yourself,
your children and your grandchildren, please contact us at
MMFC@ProtonMail.com
and check us out on
Vimeo.com/mmfc.
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